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White
Good evening.  If I could only give one piece of advice to someone losing their sight it would be if you do have a job hold on to it, at least until you're absolutely sure you either can't do it or don't want to do it.  Vision loss doesn't have to mean unemployment and there's plenty of help out there if you know where to find it.  And that's the idea of tonight's Blindness for Beginners.  We have guests with us who can advise on your legal rights, equipment and strategies that can help you go on functioning well and organisations who can provide reassurance and support.

But first, someone who's actually gone through the process and come out of the other side, although not without some problems on the way.  Sarabajaya Kumar has been telling her story to Lee Kumutat.

Kumar
I had a car accident about five years ago and had excruciating pain in one of my eyes at the time and subsequently developed a rare eye condition, which can be very painful and very debilitating.  When I returned to work after my diagnosis Action for Blind People came and did an assessment for my employers and helped me put in place a number of things.  So one was to change the lighting in my office, another was to change the settings on my computer so that all my e-mails look pastel blue to me, another was that I have to change the font on any documents and I only print on aqua paper because any other colour paper I find very difficult.

I use a tablet and I find that very helpful because I can increase the font and depending on the time of day, as well, if I'm a bit more tired I increase the font quite considerably.

Actuality in the office

I had done a lot of research and I came back with the full knowledge that everything would be fine and there needed to be some small perhaps but as I saw them adjustments but I knew with proper advice that we would be able to get that in place.  What I hadn't anticipated were other people's fears, the lack of awareness with other people and their reaction to you and so that's the biggest hurdle I think really that I faced and face.

Kumutat
How did people react?

Kumar
In the main people were very supportive but I think some people were a bit fearful of what that might mean in terms of me being able to be effective in my role.

Kumutat
What form did that fear take in terms of how did you become aware that that's what people were experiencing?

Kumar
Some comments which I thought were rather extraordinary - how could I possibly do my job because a lot of the job is computer work, I can't understand how you can do your role if you can't look at the screen.

Kumutat
How did that make you feel?

Kumar
Shocked actually.  But I've tried to think of it since as perhaps a legitimate fear but because I wasn't looking at it from anybody else's perspective but my own but yes I did - I felt hurt.

Kumutat
Were you aware of what your rights were legally?

Kumar
I wasn't actually but again getting a lot of support from the charities, like Action and RNIB and Guide Dogs, I became aware really.  I was very grateful for the legislation.

Kumutat
So when you were unsure of your ground with your job it was a comfort to you to know that there was a legal framework and net, if you like?

Kumar
Absolutely and that reasonable adjustments are exactly that - reasonable - and adjustments to enable someone - to facilitate someone to continue with their skills and experience.

White
Sarabajaya Kumar.  

Well listening to that with us is an expert in disability employment law - Catherine Casserley.  Catherine works for the firm Cloisters which specialises in equality issues.  Catherine, if you'd been advising Sarabajaya from the beginning what are the key things you would have told her?

Casserley
Well I think the first thing to know is that there is legislation that can help you if you are disabled and if you're blind or partially sighted then you're likely to fall within the definition of disability under the Equality Act and that means that your employer does have an obligation to make what are called reasonable adjustments to ensure that you can stay in your job and carry on doing your work.  If for some reason you can't stay in that job then your employer also needs to look for other employment that you can do, be that with or without adjustments.

White
Can I ask about the time factor here because one of the most important things, I'd imagine, is actually needing time to think because everybody tends to panic - both your employer and you to some extent.  So what time pressure are you under legally, do you have to make a decision about whether you stay or go and if so how soon?

Casserley
Well there are no sort of timescales that are set down but because the duty on employers is to make reasonable adjustments that will include allowing someone time off in order to come to terms, for example, with their visual impairment, it might include time off for rehabilitation, time off for retraining, time off to undertake any kind of treatment that might be required.

White
Right.  Well we're going to hear that word reasonable quite a lot in the next quarter of an hour aren't we, who decides what's reasonable?

Casserley
Well ultimately because this is a legal obligation on employers and a legal right for anyone who falls within the definition of disability under the Equality Act, what's reasonable is determined by a tribunal.  But there are a number of different factors that are taken into account when you look at what's reasonable and those sort of factors include what's likely to be most effective, whether or not an employer is a large employer or a small employer, what kind of resources they have but also what resources are available, so for example Access to Work can provide both financial and practical assistance to get people back into the workplace.

White
That's a government scheme which will provide you with financial help and well particularly equipment, that kind of thing, yeah?

Casserley
Yeah.

White
Can they though say we're very sorry but we're going to have to let you go, can they actually say that and at what point?

Casserley
Employers have to explore all the options to try and keep you in your job, so they need to look at what adjustments might be made to keep you in there, if there are no reasonable adjustments that will enable you to stay in your job then they need to look at alternative employment.

White
So another job in the same company?

Casserley
Yeah and that job doesn't necessarily have to be on the same level, it might be a slightly higher level, it might be at a lower level.  Once they have done all of those things, if there is no way of keeping you on in your present job and if there isn't another job to put you into and you can no longer do your existing job then and only then can they dismiss you on grounds of capability, but they have to make sure that they've explored all those other options first.

White
Right.  And - but the best scenario is that everybody talks to everybody, you don't want tribunals, you don't want court cases do you?

Casserley
No and of course the other thing is that when a court is looking at what is reasonable for an employer to do one of the things that they will factor in is how much money it would cost an employer to advertise another vacancy, to train up someone else to do a job.

White
Okay.  Let me bring in Barry Toner from Belfast.  Barry's a member of the British Computer Association of the Blind, they offer advice about technology, so do other people and Barry also works on a helpline.  Catherine mentioned Access to Work, I mean what kind of equipment can you get to help you in this sort of situation?

Toner
Hi Peter.  Yeah you can get various bits of computer hardware, software.  I always sort of say to people it depends what sort of computer access you're using but generally speaking you can use what are called screen readers, which essentially is a piece of software that you would load on to your computer and it would enable then the computer to actually speak various actions and things that are popping up on the screen to you, so you can access e-mails and...

White
So that would speak if you didn't have any sight or - but it can also of course give you quite a lot of magnification as well.

Toner
Yes magnification is another bit of adaptive software that you can put on a computer.  And you can get some software that is a hybrid, so it's a cross between a screen reader and a magnifier all in one package.

White
Isn't this stuff quite expensive?

Toner
It can be, it depends though, I mean if you're using an Apple computer, for example, you can use voiceover, which is Apple's built in screen reader.  If you're using a Windows machine, which an awful lot of people are, there are free or open source options out there, such as NVDA is one of the screen readers available to people.

White
And what kind of help are you entitled to?  Catherine mentioned Access to Work, so can you get financial help and how quickly do you think you can get that?

Toner
You certainly can get financial help.  I have recently just started a job with a new company as an IT technician and I was fortunate that I was able to get a loan of some adaptive software through the Royal National Institute of the Blind as a loan essentially until my Access to Work funding came through.  My funding came through in about three months' time.

White
And I mean can you imagine how this might have been 20 years ago before this sort of kit was around?

Toner
Horrendous, I couldn't imagine it at all.

White
So it really has made a big difference?

Toner
Absolutely.

White
I want to bring in an issue about Access to Work, just before we go to our third guest.  Pauline Beatty got in touch with us to point out that another key problem is the - and she says the biggest problem of all in her case was losing the ability to drive, loss of her driving licence, she said, was a huge blow and getting a bus pass is all very well but in her case living in a rural area no buses to take her to work, so she said Access to Work is designed to give you support at your workplace but no good if you can't get to your workplace.

But Catherine, I mean Access to Work they do provide fares to work don't they?

Casserley
Yes my understanding is that sometimes they will provide taxis to work as well.

White
So you would have to make your case in that kind of situation?

Casserley
Yes.

White
Let me bring in someone else who's made this journey, is Karen Grant.  Karen, just explain your experience, what were you doing and what happened?

Grant
Hello.  I'm a legal secretary and I lost my sight through diabetic retinopathy and macular degeneration.  I had operations on my eyes and obviously it gradually got worse and worse, till I was registered blind which was in 2010.  I was off work for 14 months and thinking I'd never be able to go back.  And as you say the key issue is regular contact with your employer which is what I did.

White
And how did that work in your case?

Grant
It was fantastic, I kept saying I want to come back to work and they were saying we want you back at work.

White
So you never felt under any pressure to give that job up?

Grant
No, no none whatsoever, I was really lucky with my employers.  And I was in touch with Action for Blind and RNIB and they said the best thing to do would be to contact Access to Work, which is what I did and applied to them and they came to my employers and we had a work assessment and various equipment that I could use to enable me to get back to work.  And I've got the text to speech, I've got the zoom text, which helps tremendously.

White
People sometimes say that's - it can be bureaucratic, it can take a long time to get your equipment, what was your experience of that?

Grant
I found it pretty quick.  It was just getting it installed that seemed to take a long time but then that's because I want everything done yesterday.  But they were pretty quick, I've just had another reassessment which was last week and they say I should hear within the next probably two months, which I think is quick to have all new equipment and training.

White
Now although Sarabajaya has - is coping and has gone back to her job she did mention some negative attitudes and people saying I don't see how you can do your job, what's your experience been of that?

Grant
That's been positive as well in my situation.  Outside, it's not people I work with, have said how do you manage to do your job and I explain the equipment that I've got but everyone at work they're just marvellous, I mean I sit with a great bunch of girls who are always making me cups of tea.

White
It's time you started making the tea I think.

Grant
Yeah, they won't allow me in the kitchen, so I don't mind.

White
Let me bring Catherine back because both Karen, who we've heard there, and Sarabajaya have made it through but what about when it does go wrong, what rights do you have and how - do you have to resort to courts and tribunals?

Casserley
Well if someone does try to go back to work and an employer either doesn't make the adjustments and someone is still in work then they can bring an employment tribunal claim for reasonable adjustments.  If someone is dismissed by their employer then they can also do that.  Obviously the ideal is to try and stay in work and you can try contacting ACAS to see if they can intervene.  The other thing I think I'd also say about attitudes at work sometimes that can be the most difficult thing that people encounter and I think we've already heard that attitudes can make a big difference, one of the adjustments that you can ask for actually is awareness training of other staff and in fact certainly in one tribunal case the tribunal ordered that staff be sent on awareness training because they knew that that would make a big difference to the disabled employee who brought the case.  The other side of that is that if you are at work and if your colleagues are constantly or in fact it doesn't even have to be constant, if your colleagues are making comments about your abilities then that in itself can amount to harassment and that is something that you can bring a claim about in and of itself, regardless of any adjustments.

White
And we should say, shouldn't we, that there have been some fairly major cases settled with some quite large amounts of compensation in employment cases?

Casserley
Yes there have, I mean harassment is a type of unlawful conduct in and of itself that people have brought claims about.  If you're dismissed then you can bring a claim not only for the injury to feelings that you've experienced but also for your future loss of earnings and that can in and of itself amount to a lot of money.

White
Are there times - perhaps I can ask Karen and Barry this as well - are there times when it is perhaps better just to cut your losses, I mean Karen did you never think oh this is taking too long and there's just too much hassle and I've got to adjust to losing quite a lot of sight as well as doing this job?

Grant
Obviously yeah I got depressed and thought I can't do this anymore but with the support and everyone saying yes you can, come on, and Access to Work and Action for Blind - because I've had a lot of training with them, even the mobility training that I had to go back to work with the white cane, my trainers used to say you can do it, you can do it and that's what helped me, other people being positive as well as myself.

Toner
One thing Peter...

White
Yeah Barry come in.

Toner
Yeah I just wanted to say there about you were saying about cutting your losses.  I think sometimes - I think sometimes you do need to do that there because at the end of the day if people are being so horrible and unreasonable to you and they're just making everything a bit of a nightmare for you I often have said to people - and I've found myself in this position even looking for work from time to time even though I've put across the most positive image you could possibly imagine and I've been guys we can work this through, we can all work as a team, we can adjust things and you're still just beating your head essentially off a brick wall, eventually you have to come to a point and you say do I really want to work there.

White
So if it's too horrible...

Toner
Yes absolutely.

White
There's just one more point I want to put which I think perhaps is quite important, I mean both Karen and Sarabajaya are doing what you might call white collar jobs, although I don't know if ladies wear white collars but you know what I mean, but Catherine, what about people perhaps who - I mean we heard the example of somebody losing their skill to drive, there may be people who were doing manual jobs, doing building jobs, a job that depended on driving, well clearly there - you're not going to be able to do it, what happens in that situation and how far can companies say there may be other jobs in this business that you can try?

Casserley
Well in those situations employers need to consider retraining for those staff to see if they can do other jobs.  Obviously not talking about retraining someone who was a driver into being chief executive of a company for example but some retraining potentially to do other jobs.  If that isn't feasible then there may not be a way of keeping them on in that company but certainly some retraining needs to be looked at.

White
Okay, well there are many other aspects of this and we can't go through them all in this time but we will have some information for you.  Catherine Casserley, Barry Toner, Karen Grant - thank you all very much for your time.  Do continue to tell us your stories, you can e-mail intouch@bbc.co.uk, you can call our actionline at 0800 044 044 for 24 hours after the programme and there's more information on our website and you can download the programme from there too - that's bbc.co.uk then you go to Radio 4 and then to In Touch.

That's it from me, Peter White, producer for today Katy Takatsuki, our guests and the team, goodbye.

